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ST NEOTS

MOTORCYCLES
WWW.STNEOTSMOTORCYCLES.COM | TEL: 01480 212024

A FAMILY OWNED BUSINESS, ESTABLISHED IN 1976
OFFERING ALL YOUR MOTORCYCLING NEEDS.
OFFICIAL AGENTS FOR SUZUKI WE OFFER A LARGE SELECTION
OF HIGH QUALITY NEW AND USED MACHINES.
A RANGE OF GENUINE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
WITH A LARGE SELECTION OF HELMETS, CLOTHING
AND ACCESSORIES.
WE OFFER COMPREHENSIVE WORKSHOP FACILITIES WITH
FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS AND CAN ADVISE ON
PERFORMANCE AND SUSPENSION UPGRADES.

AND WE’RE PLEASED TO OFFER
ALL OMC MEMBERS A

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL PARTS & ACCESSORIES

ON PRODUCTION OF A VALID OMC MEMBERSHIP CARD.
NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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Oakley MC gets a mention in Motorcycling News – July 2019
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On Thursday 9th May Oakley Motorcycle Club presented the East Anglian
Air Ambulance with a cheque for over
£1623 which was raised by OMC members
throughout 2018.

Community Fundraiser Rebecca Ferry.

This brings our total raised for the EAAA since becoming our chosen charity to a massive £35,271.93.

For more information on the fantastic work carried out by the Air Ambulance go to their website at
www.eaaa.org.uk

A Big thanks to all within OMC and their associates
who were exceptionally generous again last year and
committed to raising these funds.

Our picture shows OMC Vice Chair and Treasurer
Derek Brown passing the cheque over to EAAA
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The annual Easter Egg run was once
again well supported.
Thank you to everyone involved, especially Paul
Butler who organised it and for all the generous donations received ….. As in the past we visited the
regular five homes and were warmly welcomed by
the residents.
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Mickey MC Paddy does CSS

So, it was on a cold windy April morning that I
rocked up to Bedford Autodrome to attend the California Superbike School’s Level 1 course. I arrived at
06:50 (an ungodly hour) for the usual registration,
noise testing, gear check, wrist band collecting and
sign your life away form filling. Once complete, it was
time for the first coffee before circuit briefing. This
briefing included circuit orientation and flag use/
meaning which was good, as my brain had just woken
up and realised where it was together with what it
should be doing.
The Level 1 course is broken down into 5 skills sections, all building towards confident and stable cornering. Let’s face it, most riders are OK in a straight
line, its corners that sort out confident from nervous
riders. Before this course I fell between these two,
dependant on brain alertness!

The course circuit used was the 1.8-mile West Circuit containing a mixture of open and tight corners
together with a technical chicane. Turn 1, (second
gear for me) a left hander, has a memorable bump
as you power out, which is now forever imprinted
on my brain.
The format for the day (green group) was a skill’s
briefing given by Gary. This was followed by a break
(yellow group on track first) after which we had our
20-minute track session. At the end of the track session we were de-briefed for positive and negative
points applied. This cycle then repeated during the
day for all 5 skills sections. My coach for the day was
Dennis, who I really rated for his feedback.The coach
student ratio was 3:1 and worked well.
Without giving the course contents away, (CSS do
have to make a living), level one is all about throttle
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control, corner entry, steering inputs and information gathering. All leading to stable confident bike
cornering.
What did I get for my money I hear you say. Well,
I got the following: my first race track experience
and noticeable improvement in my cornering ability. Drinking loads of water for hydration purposes
makes you go to the bathroom a lot and eating crisps
is OK to keep your potassium levels up. Getting the
normal 40mpg on a race track is impossible and it’s
easier to take your mirrors off than put them back
on. Overall, I learnt that if I work with my bike, my
riding will be more relaxed, confident and have a bigger grin factor.
I also found out, on reflection, that the next area
to work on is my brain. My risk appetite is low due

to a bad crash in my twenties. Because I gave up after the crash I have carried “corners are dangerous”
with me since returning to biking in 2013. Part one
of this brain re-training is complete and to keep the
momentum, I have already booked CSS Level 2 for
June this year.
As an afternote I should mention that I undertook
this course on the recommendation of a club member. This same member turned up at the circuit before the last track session. Big thanks to T for this
and N for ringing up to see if I was still alive. I suspect
they were both after my bike really!
ARTICLE BY MICKEY GROGAN
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After winning the British Superbike Championship last year with rider Leon Haslem,
JG Speedfit, Bournemouth Kawasaki where
commencing the new season on a high with
new riders Glen Irwin and Brian Currie, so
it was a privilege when Oakley MC, thanks
to member Gary Tingley, were invited once
again to enjoy a hospitality day with them at
the end of April this year.
Once again we met at The Pitstop café for a coffee and

chat before venturing down to the hospitality unit, receiving a warm welcome from Pete Extance and his team.
During lunch we were introduced to the riders, followed
by a pit tour. This was extremely interesting and much
appreciated by everyone, especially as the team were
preparing for the afternoon qualifying sessions. Pete gave
a comprehensive insight into the ins and outs of what is
involved and happily answered any questions.
Another enjoyable day and a big thank you to Gary Tingley and Phil Randell for organising the event.
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Motorcycle Clothing and Accessories

* Personalised service from experienced
bikers
* All the key brands e.g. : Dainese, Rukka,
Spidi, Halvarssons, Ara Shoei, AGV, Daytona,
Sidi, Kriega and Givi
* 7 showrooms of stock (Including 1 dedicated for ladies)
* Tailoring and Made to Measure service
* Café and Trip Advisor “Excellence” 2017
and 18 Winners
* www.bikestop.co.uk and livechat
* Café Trip Advisor “Excellence” 2017/18
* Free parking, High St Old Town Stevenage,
SG1 3DW
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RIDE

ME!
If you haven’t...
then you really
should.

For a “no hard sell” demonstration, please call us
and we would be delighted to arrange this for you.
OAKLEY CLUB MEMBER BENEFITS Please ask instore or give us a call

The KTM Centre,
Wood Lane
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 4TP

KTMCentre Advert A5 Oakley.indd 1

01442 255272

Tel:
jason@thektmcentre.co.uk

www.thektmcentre.co.uk

26/02/2018 15:42

In June, 8 OMC members went on a tour
to the Picos in Spain & Portugal. This has
got to be one of the best biking holidays I
have ever done - all will be revealed later.
The roads are probably the best you will
find in Europe to ride a motorcycle and the
hotels and B&Bs were excellent. The group
have done a number of trips together so we
knew we would have great fun on and off
the bikes. Thorough planning and great
expectations … Soooo … what could go
wrong!!
To begin our adventure we were taking the ferry from
Portsmouth to Santander - an easy days ride to catch
the evening boat. One email from Brittany Ferries with
4 days to go “due to an engine fault the boat is now leaving the UK from Plymouth” … Oh no!! what’s another
230 miles in the rain down to Cornwall but rather cancel we set off.
We arrived in Santander late afternoon staying three
nights at our first hotel, spending the days getting acquainted with the local roads in the Picos, riding through
the Hermida gorge and canyons. This area is stunning
with roads and mountains that are picture postcards
every corner you turn.

Day one and poor ‘ol Ian had a small disagreement
with a rock face and hurt his leg - thankfully bike ok.
Day three we were in Riano. Stopping for a group
photo we pulled into a lay bye and one behind each
other park the bikes. Suddenly there was a loud bang
and crunching sounds coming from behind me. I turned
to find three bikes and bodies on the floor … this was
poor Craig, no fault of his, he had complete brake failure on his German built motorcycle, hit the Armco and
skittles over Jason and Martin. Unfortunately for Craig,
that was the end of his holiday and after five days of
waiting for some sort of assistance (which he never received!) he flew home and arranged for his bike to be
shipped back to the UK.
So day four and we carry on to our next overnight
stay, about 200 miles, then into Portugal where we
stayed the night at a place called Chaves – this was
once a medieval monastery but now a luxurious hotel
with the monastery walls surrounding it. Up bright and
early the next morning we were riding a route recommended by Ride magazine Editor, Simon Weir. Without
a doubt these were some of the best roads I’ve ever
ridden - the twisties and scenery were stunning and not
a lot of traffic which made the riding even better!
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That evening our accommodation was in a very rural
hotel with the local sounds of chickens, a loud donkey,
Martin’s snoring and of course that Ducati rattling the
peace and tranquility of another beautiful area.
Next day we headed back to Riano for two more
nights, back into our playground that we knew well and
looking forward to swimming in the lake to cool off the temperature had hit 42 - just a bit hot !
On our final day we took a cable car to see the views
from the top – these were breath taking and well worth
seeing this area of northern Spain in all its beauty. After
a bite to eat we made our way to Santander to catch
our ferry home.

That evening we arrived at our hotel in Arcos de
Valdevez - a beautiful town situated alongside a river.
The 5 star hotel with swimming pool, canoeing, sun
bathing, total relaxation, was just what the walking
wounded needed for a couple of rest days.
Refreshed - we leave Arcos to make our way back into
Spain, travelling through areas of natural beauty with
signs warning about wild bears! Not that we saw any
due to the noisy Ducati belonging to Jason - that would
scare the crap out of any wild animal or small child ….

To summarise, this tour had probably the most difficult roads you can ride and with that you get some
knocks and casualties over 2200 miles. We had our fair
share!! Out of eight riders we lost Craig due to his
mechanical breakdown, this inflicted a major leg injury
to Jason who became a walking wounded, Martin did
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a para roll and had minor bruises but although no
major physical injuries was mentally disturbed, Ian another walking wounded due to a close encounter with
the rock wall, Nick who also had an encounter with a
rock wall, damaging his pride and joy and hurting his
shoulder on the impact, another walking wounded, me
hitting a pothole …

But last and not least Lizzy who had three stationary
gravity falls over the tour, one being a proper doughnut burnout which I missed seeing, but for whatever
reason she picked up her bike, groaned a bit about her
leg hurting and carried on, a bit sore and sometimes
a bit slow getting our coffees and drinks which were
sometimes luke warm by the time they were put on the
table – drinks service is a responsible job for the kitty
holder !! Once home Lizzy decided she would get her
leg checked out - she had been riding her bike for eight
days with a broken leg – this was set in plaster for two
weeks (girl power) !!!!
So on the tour only Paul survived without incident but
if you ask any of the group “Would you do it again?” I
think the answer would be “When are we going back?”
I would like to thank the magnificent eight who made
the tour a proper adventure … with the incidents we
survived and laughed!
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The Black Forest 2019
By Mark & rachel

So a few of us decided to take advantage of the BN
European Tours trip to the Black Forest in May of
this year. Having previously done BN trips we knew
we were in for fantastic roads, stunning scenery and
lovely hotels. We met nice and early at Baldock services having the usual coffee and discussion about
who had the most luggage and who had spare space.
Shane & Julia arrived fully loaded, even packed a bath
towel!! (The towel was literally a life saver at the end of
the trip … more about that later so Thank you Julia …)
and Rachel, an entire top box for her beauty kit!!

An early start was intended to allow an afternoon
of exploring around Calais when we arrived. However, after checking in and having a drink in the bar
(it was very warm) things began to fall apart.We had
arranged to meet up for dinner around 5.30, the only
problem with this was that the majority of the group
hadn’t made it out of the bar! We enjoyed a few more
drinks and had some laughs, a little mischief as you
would expect … (Ask Mr King about his lollipop!!!)
before finally eating in the our regular restaurant a
few doors down from the hotel with some of the BN
group (non Oakley) joining us.

The following morning we all had breakfast, loaded
our baggage carrier and made our way to the car
park for the pre-tour briefing. This was delayed as
Kirsty had smothered herself with shower cream
instead of sun tan lotion (dah) ….. it should be mentioned at this stage that this was not the first stupid
thing she did!!
Briefing over we set off through France with the
morning coffee stop in a classic small French town
with a cobbled square and cafe’s. With a mixture of
motorway, fast sweepers and twisties we headed toward the Belgian Ardennes before finishing our day’s
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riding at a lovely hotel in the Bouillon area in Belgium. The hotel had some lovely gardens and views.
While we were sitting in the glorious sunshine we
spotted a rather dubious road sign and couldn’t
resist taking a picture. This evening a wonderful 5
course meal was included, with wine flowing with
every course. Unfortunately one of us had a rogue
mussel and was a bit inconvenienced shall we say, all
night.

A damp start to Day 2 but undeterred we continued riding through Belgium, France and then into
Germany, our final destination being Baden Baden.
The roads were fantastic, a mixture again of sweepies
and twisties with some stunning scenery for the pillions to enjoy.Arriving early evening we were greeted
with a steiner of beer which went down very well!
This evening everyone made their own plans, many
taking advantage of the great sights and restaurants
dotted around.

Day 3 and this was the day everyone had been
looking forward to ...... the B500!! The iconic road
that every motorcyclist wants to ride. We brimmed
the tanks and were off, everyone riding at their own
pace to the top (and back again for some). It was
damp and foggy in places but wow, so worth doing
and needless to say there were lots of smiling faces
at the top. Mick and Jen had a race ….. beaming at the
end of it … won’t say who won!!
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After the B500 we headed off in search of the
world’s largest cuckoo clock, timing it to see the 2
o’clock chime, sort of worth the wait!! From here on
to Triberg for a coffee stop and the most delicious
apple strudel and vanilla sauce. Back on the B500
we head to the beautiful Lake Schluchsee, the largest
lake in the Black Forest where we stayed 2 night’s in
a lovely family run traditional hotel.
Today was a day of leisure … some of the group
opting to join John & Jen on a ride to Europe’s largest
waterfall which by all account was rather impressive.
Sadly, some of us missed this. Paul had to find the
nearest KTM garage to have a bolt fixed in his side
stand. Mark & Rachel needed a rear tyre so went off
to have a complete new set fitted. Kirsty and Steve,
Mick & Steve retraced yesterday’s steps to Triberg
to try and find Kirsty’s purse. After pulling out all
the stops Kirsty found her purse, it had been put
in a pocket on her waterproof jacket that she didn’t
know existed (strictly speaking it was for shoulder
protection, not a purse!) Pillock of the Year comes to
mind!!! The evening was our own - Some of us ate
in the hotel others went out for a meal, Steve and
Mick ventured out in their newly purchased Leiderhosen and fab they looked to! Mark and Rachel ate
in the hotel and ordered what translated into “ a cart
of crap” - it was a total meat fest served in a small
wooden wheelbarrow.
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Nice and refreshed (well some of us) we say goodbye to our hosts and ride the twisty roads through
the valleys heading into the Vosges Mountains to our
lunch stop surprise at the top of the Col Schlucht.
Wow … what fun!! The challenges begun as we
headed up the ski lift to race down in toboggans!!
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Exhilerated from our adventure, we head off riding
over three further peaks – Col Bonhomme, Col St
Maire, Col de Haut Jacques, again stunning scenery
and fantastic roads, before arriving at Epinal where
our hotel was close to the Moselle River.
Friday, another day of sweepies and twisties
through France for our last evening in the village of
Pierrefonds. Our hotel is situated on the edge of a
lake opposite the castle used in BBC’s Merlin – what
stunning views from our hotel windows. Dinner was
out on the patio, laughs, banter and a few jokes. Poor
‘ol Rachel got the brunt of a ‘breast size joke’ by John.

So the last day, and we head towards Calais stopping in Albert for lunch and for a visit to the 1916
museum which is well worthwhile, very interesting
with some amazing artefacts on display. After lunch
we head off on the motorway to Calais and on arrival off loaded the van and said farewell to the other
group members …. Being a Bank Holiday weekend
it was total chaos and temperatures were soaring,
around the mid 30’s. Delay after delay we finally
made it onto the train where disaster struck. Kirsty
suffered heat stroke and collapsed … covered by
Julia’s soaking wet towel, the train attendants were
called and ambulance services arranged to meet us
at the other side.
(A big thank you to all the group who were so supportive and escorted me (in a police car) to the Holiday Inn
to recover and then see me safely home. Silly me, didn’t
drink enough water so a lesson learnt – Kirsty)
It was another fantastic trip planned and organised
in a way that only Jon & Jen know how and I would
highly recommend this trip to anyone wanting to experience the Black Forest.
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EXCLUSIVE!
Ride Leisure are delighted to have teamed up with World Superbike Legend Troy
Corser to offer you and exclusive off road skills motorcycle skills training experience.
Many will know Troy as 2 times WSB champion, and Australian and American
Superbike champion, riding for Suzuki, Yamaha, BMW and Carl Fogarty’s Petronas
Superbike Team during his career. What you may not know is that Troy Corser is
very experienced Enduro Rider and has a mountain of experience to share with you.
From basic bike skills to learning to master our tailor made course, everyone from
beginner to the most experienced rider will have something to gain.

To book please call Ride Leisure on 01480 213100 or email shout@rideleisure.co.uk
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Another Busy Season...
With membership reaching a record 481 members at the end of August, Oakley MC is growing from
strength to strength. Our season has been very busy with ride outs, shows, sponsor evenings over May and
June hosting St Neots Motorcycles, Flitwick Yamaha, Grafton Honda, Pure Triumph, BMW Wollaston and The
KTM Centre from Hemel Hempstead - A big thank you again for all their support, an American Theme night
and ending with our annual Bike of the Year competition. Thursday night club nights kept the Committee on
their toes with regular visits of 300+ bikes and James, the Ice cream man.
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Committee at work...
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Once again Oakley MC got about and had a presence at various events held. Steve Eaton organised a stand
at the MK Show which was very busy with lots of interest shown for the club. A big thank you for all those
who took time out to put their bikes on the stand, in a specific order as instructed by Steve, and help out
chatting to the visitors. It was a great show and well worthwhile. Richard and Gill also spent the day at Milton
Ernest where again, thanks to our members, had a good turn out of bikes. For the third year running, Oakley
had a stand our Sponsors, Grafton Honda on their open day.

Committee at work continued (MK Show)...
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Committee at work continued (Milton Ernest Fun Day)...
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Britain’s Most Unique
Enfield Store

Clothing, Accessories,
Demo Bikes & More !!

Quality Used Bikes
In Stock
WE BUY QUALITY
USED BIKES FOR
CASH !£!£!£
Time Served Professional
Mechanics. Tyres, Service
MOT & Repairs
OMC Discounts!!!

01933 665403

Northants NN29 7NH

www.cooperbmotorcycles.co.uk
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Ride Outs
Ride outs were well supported with Paul Butler commencing the season with a ride specifically aimed at
Learners and inexperienced riders. This theme continued with Richard Forster and Nigel Cowdry doing a
number of Level 3, leisurely paced rides with a regular group of 15/16 riders. Thank you to Steve Eaton, Ride
co-ordinator and his team of Leads and Tecs who provided a variety of great rides to various destinations
like Malvern Hills, Foxton Locks, Stratford upon Avon and many more around the Bedford, Herts and Cambridgeshire areas. A good level was achieved as described by a new member who posted on our Facebook
page “First ride out, wasn’t sure what to expect – WRONG – Mark took us on a cracking route and set a
good pace. Weather was superb as well, so all in all a great day – thanks”.
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Dealership Evenings

This year, we decided to do our Dealership Evenings separately so that each of our sponsors could
enjoy the full attention of our visitors. Due to the
generosity of the dealers we were able to hold our
a FREE raffle draw winning a goodie bag donated by
the relevant sponsor on the night. Need I say that
this was very well received.
A BIG THANK YOU once again for all the support
shown throughout the year …..
WOLLASTON BMW / FLITWICK MOTORCYCLES / GRAFTON HONDA /
PURE TRIUMPH / THE KTM CENTRE &
ST NEOTS MOTORCYCLES
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WWW OOMOTORCYCLES CO UK
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MOT While you wait
FREE REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE
OMC MEMBERS ��� DISCOUNT

TYRES Ride in Ride out

MICHELIN - BRIDGESTONE - PIRELLI - METZELER - AVON - CONTINENTAL
INNER TUBES - VALVES - PUNCTURE REPAIRS - WHEEL REFURBISHMENT

SUSPENSION Service & Upgrades
OHLINS - SHOWA - KAYABA - KTECH - YSS

SERVICE Most Makes & Models
BRAKES - ENGINE - TRANSMISSION - STEERING - CHASSIS

PARTS Accessories

MUC OFF - ACF�� - SCOTTOILER - HEALTECH - ACCOSSATO - BREMBO - EBC
SBS - DID - HILFO - ROCK OIL - SHOW PLATES - SECURITY - R&G - GB RACING
K&N - AKRAPOVIC - ASV - OXFORD & MUCH MORE
OMC MEMBERS ��� DISCOUNT
UNIT �� - COLLEGE STREET - KEMPSTON - MK���LU - ����� ������
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oakley motorcycle club + oakley sports & social club

AMERICAN THEME NIGHT
4TH JULY 2019

On the 4th July we held our very popular
American theme night in conjunction with
the Oakley Sports & Social Club which being just before Oakley Carnival weekend
meant most of the fair was in position
and they opened up for the evening.
Also as promised we had live music courtesy of The
Blues Brothers who arrived in theme in their 1980’s
ex USA Police Dodge car then going into their routine. The weather was great and the night attracted
529 motorbikes and 93 show cars with many fantastic examples of American metal from the V8 cars to
the V twin Harley Davidson bikes including a Second
World War US Army half-track kitted out with helmets, rifles, ration packs and even a pack of Lucky
Strike cigarettes for total authenticity. Couple all that

with many villagers and other people driving here
and it resulted in a field full of vehicles of all descriptions and an estimated 1500 plus people. It was a
record number of bikes and show cars for OMC.
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BIKE OF THE YEAR
Our last biggie for the 2019 season was
the OMC Bike of the Year Award on the
25th July which saw 29 entries into the
show to win the top prize of the OMC
Bike of the Year Shield and a £200 food
and drink prize kindly donated by OSSC.
Our top attraction was the 1996 and 2005 World
Superbike Champion, Troy Corser who along with
the 1992 and 1996 British 250cc GP Champion Steve
Sawford and OMC members Richard “Dickie” Galka
and Dave Higham judged the event. Many of our
sponsors joined as well as guests Silverstone Track
Days and members John & Jemma Hannaford who
kindly brought one of his racing bikes along.

The voting was exceptionally close with only 2
points separating the top three bikes which was
won by Peter Schrubbs with an absolute mint 1959

Norton Triton. Following the presentation, in true
Australian Troy Corser, ride anything, anywhere style,
he took the winning bike for a ride round the field
whilst Peter stood watching smiling nervously!
Apart from a small and rather inconvenient shower,
it was a great evening with £152 raised for EAAA by
holding a raffle to win three T shirts signed by Troy
Corser. Of course, the Committee had to pose with
Troy for a group photo!!!!
FOOTNOTE : I would like to thank you the members and a hard working committee for the support
you have shown Oakley Motorcycle Club this year.
2020 sees our 15th year ….
Roger Bays
Chairman
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America on a Motorcycle
By Paul & Tanya Butler

To end this edition of the magazine, I have received a comprehensive and in depth
article, although lengthy, of a motorcycling holiday in the USA enjoyed by Committee
member, Paul Butler and his wife Tana. So if it is something you fancy or are interested in, read on...
We (Tana and I) recently returned from
the most magnificent trip to the USA that
we have ever been on, and all two weeks
were done on a motorcycle!
Many people said we were mad, others very envious. Coming back to the UK, we have been asked
“how we did it, what did we do? how much does it
cost?”
Putting pen to paper, I have done this write up but
not a day to day account of the trip, you can read my
Facebook for that (although I did get in some sneak
pictures), but more on how to plan a trip like this to
maximise the enjoyment of it.
Firstly, decide where to go and whether you want
a guided tour, unguided tour or do the whole thing
yourself. Eagle Rider are the best, not the cheap-

est, but they cater for all opportunities for guided
or planned tours, or in our case just pick up the bike
and off you go. Planning of dates, arrival & departure
destinations, pick up and drop off points for the bike,
accommodation, luggage and most important, the
route all take thorough research but here are some
pointers ..
So …. where to go? Of course everybody says
“ Route 66?”, my reply is something like “I’d rather
watch Formula 1 behind a safety car!” I know many
have done it but sorry, it doesn’t appeal - Wild West,
Mountains, Passes, Spectacular scenery, this is what
we want – adventure! ….
In two weeks we saw Downtown Denver, Mount
Rushmore, Devils Tower, Sturgis Motorcycle Museum, Big Horn Forest, Yellowstone park, Aspen Ski
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Resort, Jackson Hole Cable Tram, Pikes Peak, Cave
of Winds, Garden of the Gods. We travelled through
the Beartooth Pass, Independence pass, Hosiers Pass
and more all with snow on top. We saw Moose, Elk,
Bears, Bison, Chipmunks, Foxes and Prairie Dogs. It
is amazing what you can see when you plan it right.
Before planning the route, we needed an arrival and
departure destination. We chose Denver, for both.
Direct flights from London Heathrow via BA at a
cost of £493 each, flying in the last week of June and
returning on July 5th. Quite a bargain in my opinion.
Be aware when booking your flights – to a ‘oneway
drop’ fee (which quite often applies to cars), they will
charge you around $100. In the case of Eagle Rider,
they have desks in many airports but may also have
a drop fee to that location, around $30-40, sometimes higher, depending on the distance from their
local base).
Route planning for the US is quite simple. I use
‘myrouteapp’ on the PC to plan routes with Google
maps to show features like traffic and fuel stations.
This App creates routes in GPX 1.1 which can be uploaded onto a decent nav. The HD had a Boombox
and a USB slot and within seconds, my entire routes
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for the whole two weeks were uploaded – BOOM!
My recommendation is to work out your routes and
then go back and plan your fuel stops, coffee/food
stops and hotels.
We found 240-280 miles per day was practically the
maximum you want to be doing. We did two days of
350 miles which at the beginning of the trip was fine,
we were getting used to the bike, the excitement
of the trips, etc but 300+ miles after 10 days gets a
bit tedious especially along long boring straight roads
with just dust and tumble weeds for company. Plan
your fuel stops accurately. In the US you could be
120-150 miles from the next pump. We were getting
270 -280 mile range out of the HD (more about bike
choice later) and it did have a pretty accurate range
meter on it. Remember going up hills fully loaded
will take significant more fuel than running downhill.
We got the counter down to 9 miles on one day. You
don’t want that level of anxiety on a trip!
Speed limits. There seems to be this impression
that the US rides around at a 55mph limit. Bull***t!
Most of the State and Interstate highways have speed
limits of 70-80mph. Most other rural highways will
be 60 or 65 so it is comparable to European condi-

tions with one exception. The trucks also do 80mph!
No speed limiters for these boys and they are big,
watch out for them overtaking you! Our bike, a fully
loaded Harley Davidson Electra-glide Ultra will do
105mph!! But I can guarantee you don’t want to do
that 1) because of the hefty fine and 2) It’s damned
uncomfortable. Cruising at 70-75 was the best and
once in the national parks and forests the speed limits drop to 45-50 anyway, chance to see some wildlife.)
So now … choice of bike. Anybody who doesn’t
ride a Harley turns their nose up. Eagle Rider can
also hire you an Adventure / Touring bike but my
reasons for the Harley Electra-Glide Ultra (which I
would never purchase in the UK) are firstly, there is
no better bike for riding and mile munching in comfort. 2 hours to a coffee stop and off for another
2 hours and still no aches or pains. (Tana did have
some knee ache towards the end of the trip on longer days, but we just stopped more often. After covering more than 2,500 miles, she was entitled to a
few breaks!)
Secondly, the roads. Even on the switch backs and
tight corners, the roads were wide and smooth. On
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a few occasions in the national forests and parks
the surface could have been better but on the whole
it was good. The distances covered were also quite
significant. I have ridden in Europe on my Hayabusa
for a week or two, recently for a week in France and
Germany on my KTM but for the cruising in the US,
these bikes would have been totally inappropriate for
the journeys. If I was doing three days in the Rockies,
I might take the KTM, but could not see any practicalities in any sports bikes.
The bike hire cost is the most expensive part of
the trip. The cost is $179/day plus extras (same as
a GS1200 or an R1200RT). So, for 13 days the bike
cost a minimum of £1,800. This is reality and yes you
can find cheaper from the local downtown Denver
bike hire but you would not get the quality, service,
breakdown cover and the peace of mind that Eagle
Rider provides. This is the second trip I have taken
with them and have to say they came up trumps on
everything. The extras are worthwhile. We chose a
bike with Sat Nav so we didn’t need that but we did
pay the ‘collision damage waiver’ at £300 for the two
weeks and the ‘zero damage waiver’ which reduced
our excess to zero for another £80 and finally we
stumped up for the fully blown ‘roadside recovery’
which basically means they would ensure we got to
our destination with minimum fuss and a replacement bike.All in, the bike cost for 13 days was £2,000
with some discounts! Yes Pounds.. 10 trips, you get a
free Harley!! As I said, it was the most expensive part
of the trip, almost half the entire cost!!!!
Fuel – The maximum octane rating of US fuel at
the pumps is 92 and in a majority of cases is 91. This
means all the bikes are underpowered and when going up high elevations (Denver was at 1,600 metres)
to several thousand meters, the power drops significantly. Bikes under 600cc might struggle. The HD at
over 1700cc performed well, even on Pikes Peak with
a height of over 4,270 metres. Be aware that a gallon
in the US is just under 3.8 litres, not to be confused
with a good old British gallon @ 4.6 litres. With 91
octane gas at around $2.90/gallon that works out
around £0.59/litre. For all 2,519 miles we did, the
total fuel cost was only around £180, this was the
smallest cost of the trip.
Route and bike sorted, now where to stay? Places
to stay in the US are easy to find and book using
Booking.com. Most roadside places tend to be 2*
or 3* motels. In rural areas you can pick up a room
for as little as $75 a night but in popular tourist ar-

eas, like Yellowstone or Jackson, we had to pay over
$200 a night and book well in advance to secure the
rooms. For the 14 nights we stayed it cost us in total
£1,160 for all the hotels. We stayed in the Irma, in
Cody which was Buffalo Bills hotel built in the 1860’s,
we stayed in the Franklin in Deadwood where Wild
Bill Hickok was reputed to have been shot and killed
in 1876. Others were 2* motels but many with pools
and very clean. The only disappointment was breakfasts!! Pancakes, waffles and pastries with some powdered scrambled eggs with something that resemble
a stick of meat, perhaps it was a Sausage? Not a vegetable in sight! Thank heaven for Subway!!
Talking of food and drink, costs are comparable to
the UK but the portions are huge, out of this world
and I would challenge anybody to eat a full three
course meal, do your jacket up and get back on a
bike! Mostly we ate smaller meals, starters sometimes but enjoyed the steaks and ribs all over the
west. Typically a lunch was costing $30-40 for the
two of us and an evening meal with drinks $70-90.
Also, you are not near the sea so fish dishes are expensive. The prices you see on the menu’s do not
include tax or tips. State tax is added afterwards
and is typically 6-10% depending on which states you
are travelling. Tips will vary from 10-20% depending on how generous you are feeling. I always plan
around 15-18% which is reasonable enough to pay
and small enough not to be rude. Remember, many
of the servers don’t get a flat salary and rely on your
generosity.
Planning almost complete – all that is left is the luggage – how do I get everything on the bike? Not all
airports have a luggage store so to eliminate this we
went another route. We were riding an HD which
had panniers so we purchased two linings from Amazon at a cost of £29. If it won’t go in, we can’t take
it! We knew we would also have a top box with 50
litres and a 30 litre Kriega backpack – total luggage
156 litres - that is quite sizable.
I can tell you now, even in the middle of summer,
going up and down mountains for two weeks, you
will meet rain, wind, snow, hail and thunderstorms.
30 degrees in Denver is about 5-10 degrees at the
top of the mountain passes! There WILL be snow at
the top of the passes, even in July and August. Pack
for all weathers but you will not need your full winter gear, just the odd thermal and layers to traverse
the passes.
Our trip was two weeks, split in two halves with
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a two day stopover in Yellowstone. After looking
around, I found a Coin Laundry with a same day wash
and fold service for $20. That meant total 8 days
clothes, wash and change the riding jeans and less
luggage. By the way you will purchase an enormous
amount of souvenir T-shirts on the trip so pack light
on these.
But there is still the problem of storage. If you go
to an Eagle Rider office, often they will store the
bags for you until you return. This doesn’t help if
you are going from one location to fly from another.
We solved it with the purchase of two Gonex 100L
Foldable Travel Duffel Bags, again on Amazon. These
bags are huge, fold down to the size of a frizzby or a
large dinner plate. They were fantastic, storing all our
boots, shoes, bike gear and on the way back even our
leather jackets and we were still under 18Kg in each
bag! Knowing what I now know, I would have taken
full face helmets with us (these would have fitted in
the bags too). Probably not my favourite one, but full
face is desired. In most states, there are helmet laws
so check before you go. For some States, the law
only applies to under 18’s which means you can go
without a helmet. We preferred to wear one as we
feel minimal protection is a must.
The standard DOT helmet in the US is little more
than an upside down salad bowl with a strap. Not uncomfortable but no face or neck protection at all and
the one issue I never counted on, vibration. Stick on
a pair of sunglasses with this helmet and as you get

to 70mph, the vibration is unbelievable! I managed
with it but missed the comfort of a full face. The next
issue with these helmets is the weather. Rain and
hail batter your face and the sunglasses don’t help at
all. You can hire full face from Eagle Rider at £10/day
each which at £130 each for the trip, I would have
rather brought my own or purchased a cheap one
before leaving home. Either way I have to say this was
my only mistake on this trip, choice of helmet
Finally - Bank cards – We could use Debit VISA all
over but in the US if they ask, tell them it is a Credit
card as US local debit cards require a ZIP code to be
used. Occasionally at the Gas pumps I had to go inside and do a pre-paid transaction but it is normal in
the US. In some shops even the contactless worked
on my Debit card so no issues there.
The total cost of the trip, for a summary, was £4,150
for the flights, hotels and bike hire. The food and fuel
overall were just a tad under £1,400 for the entire 14
days. Organised trips of the same distance start from
around £2000/person plus your flights.
Our next US adventure will be in 2021 …. As yet
undecided where, but it will be another adventure. If
anybody is interested in a US adventure and needs
some help planning or some tips of where to go, look
me up or drop me an email. If you are looking to
save up and want to join us in 2 years’ time on an
adventure, again, please get in contact with us - paul.
butler@oakleymc.net
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EDITOR’S NOTES
KIRSTY EATON
A big thank you to everyone who has contributed to this edition of the magazine,
without your input I would get writer’s cramp and your mag would probably be very
boring!!! Please keep your stories coming and don’t forget to let me have some
pictures.
As you see, we had a very busy year with the Club membership reaching 495 members at the time of print. Next year, Oakley MC celebrates 15 years so keep an eye
out on the newsletter and facebook for forthcoming events.
Remember, as members you can let me have any details of bikes/gear for sale and
notify me of any events you feel your fellow members will enjoy. Just contact me by
email on Kirsty.eaton@oakleymc.net
Take care, ride safe
Kirsty
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